DEEP, DEEP FREEZE

A blizzard brings freezing weather while waiting for a CTA Blue Line train at California Avenue in Logan Square as temperatures remained near zero Monday.

By Steve Peoples and Hannah Fingerhut
Associated Press

DEEP FREEZE — President Donald Trump won the Iowa caucuses Monday, a crucial victory at the outset of the Republican primary that reinforces the former president’s position in the GOP nomination race. It is the first indication of what will be the last of three 2020 primaries. If he wins Tuesday, Trump will have taken three of the four primaries so far, and the next contest is in South Carolina, where he is expected to wrap up his campaign in a month.

Trump gets victory in Iowa caucus
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EX-PRESIDENTS’ RIVALS

Haley, DeSantis pivot focus after contest kicks off

By Steve Peoples, Thomas Brummett and Hannah Fingerhut
Associated Press

Deep Freeze

President Donald Trump wins Iowa caucus at the Waukee Fire Department in Iowa. Andrew Harnik/Pool

The former president’s rivals Haley, DeSantis pivot focus after contest kicks off

By Steve Peoples, Thomas Brummett and Hannah Fingerhut
Associated Press

Hamas hammers up pressure

Children.

The theme “Save Our Schools.”

Legislators return to facethe funding issues

Getting kids to and from school

By Alyssa Gafney
Chicago Tribune

Less than three weeks after informing parents that general education students would not return to school, Chicago Public Schools announced it would buy and operate up to 50 electric school buses over the next three years through a $30 million grant from the Environmental Protection Agency.

CPS to purchase green buses, but driver shortage a problem

By Alyssa Gafney
Chicago Tribune

By the news of clean energy and a reduced carbon footprint.

Chicago Public Schools elected board, an

Iowa is an uneven stronghold where the Feb. 3 primary could prove pivotal before the Jan. 23 contest in New Hampshire. There is an uneven producer of who will ultimately lead Republicans into the general election.

Trump gets victory in Iowa caucus

The magnum of a Republican candidate

The former president’s success is still at an early stage of the Republican primary. The nomination is Trump’s to lose and crystallize the challenge facing his GOP opponents.

Arctic air mass grips nation
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